During my two years as Sid Greenbaum's colleague at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (1981 -1983 
contemporary approaches to language. It is this connection between the needs of an adequate stylistics/poetics and the limitations of our current grammars that I will explore here.
Without taking dogmatic stands on controversial issues, GCE/CGE brilliantly synthesizes our two major theoretical approaches to grammatical organization-the formal and the functional. On one hand, syntax consists of a constrained system of forms-a small inventory of word classes (noun, verb, etc.) ; phrasal and clausal types (noun phrase, intransitive clause, etc.); and realizations of (tense, aspect, voice, mood, number, gender, person, etc.) , elaborations of (apposition, coordination, subordination, correlation, etc.), and interconnections and orderings among these phrasal and clausal types (linearization, thematization, focus, pronominalization, ellipsis, etc.).
As GCVCGE underlines, all grammars must describe these syntactic forms and in doing so, acknowledge their functional autonomy: these forms have no transparent functional motivation, or at least none that we can articulate coherently and convincingly given present knowledge. As any grammar teacher must stress repeatedly, the simple notional definitions of grammatical forms that we inherit from classical times (and that The theoretical primitives of syntactic organization cannot be defined in functional terms. These grammatical forms are just defined by their distribution and collocation in the formal grammatical system of which they are a part. Within linguistic theory, the motivation for grammatical form has been relegated to the mysteries of genetics, neurology, and our species-specific endowment for language (constraints on processing, etc.), matters which have not been connected in any strong way with either the meanings that these forms convey or the social contexts in which these forms are used.
On the other hand, it is also clear that we use grammatical forms in highly constrained and organized ways, and GCVCGE carefully documents this (functional) Much work will be needed to work out exactly what motivates these quadratic arrays in each case and exactly how these arrays relate to one another within language as a whole, but even at this early, speculative stage, the power of the temporal and poetic paradigms to explain many of the inventories of forms claimed by grammars such as GCElCGE is evident. For instance, in the light of this quadratic theory, the existence of many of the quadratic arrays claimed by GCElCGE fall out as a matter of course-the four major levels of grammatical organization (word, phrase, clause, sentence), the four major word classes (noun, adjective, verb, and adverb), the four basic sentence patterns (declarative, exclamative, imperative, interrogative), the four basic moods (indicative, subjunctive, imperative, infinitive), the four basic elements of the clause (subject, verb, complement, adverbial), the four major subcategories of adverbials (adjunct, subjunct, conjunct, and disjunct), the four basic functions marked in the verb phrase (voice, aspect, modality, and tense), the four basic functions marked in the noun phrase (number, gender, case, and person), the four basic tenses (past, non-past, future, relative), the four basic voices (passive, middle, active, causative), the four basic aspects (perfective, imperfective, progressive, perfect), the four basic sorts of reference (generic, indefinite, definite, proper). And so forth.
While I do not have space here to explicate these motivations in full, the features of the four temporalities presented in the temporal paradigm also go a long way toward motivating the relative positioning of elements in these quadratures with respect to the four temporalities. For instance, the features of the centroidal temporality connect conjunction, paradox, prosody, phrases, adjectives, modification, subordination, hyponymy, aspect, and gender on the basis of their concern for prominent differences among sames (and therefore essential parts/subsets within containing wholes). They link these forms to rhetorical schemes such as chiasmus and assonance in terms of their concern for structural middles versus structural peripheries. They link these forms to the imperfective, the present tense, subjuncts, clitic phrases, and the first person by their concern for local relations. They link these forms to exclamatives and rise-fall intonation by their wavelike motion and concern with emotion/affection. They link these forms to things like iconicity, parallelism, simile, allegory, the pentameter, and the stanza by their concern for correspondence and proportion. And so forth. As in preference rules systems (or, more recently, optimality theory), the relations between particular structures and one of the four temporalities are often determined by a convergence of several features in the temporal paradigm.
A particularly striking feature of the fractal organization of this theory is its ability to account for larger catalogs of Like the Anglo-Saxon, Whitman supports this dominating meter with the sonic equivalent of meter, alliteration, among tactical syllables within lines (weapon-wan, limb-lip, gray-grown, seed-sown, etc.). But again, he strengthens this cyclical sound by alliterating repeated words, unstressed syllables, stressed syllables off the beat, and syllables across lines as well (e.g., wooded-one-one, gray-grown-grass, headheat-helve, mother's-metal-amid, shapely-produced-upon, limb-lip-leaf-littlelean'd-lean, produced-drawn, etc.). In an unusual gesture, both for him and for this verse form, Whitman also rhymes his lines, but again in support of a cyclical temporality, he blurs these rhymes so that they suggest just one, eightfold repetition:
wan, drawn, bone, one, grown, sown, upon, on.
Whitman also supports this meter with other prosodic and rhythmic structures.
For instance, most words of more than one syllable have falling stress contours (weapon, shapely, naked, mother's, wooded, metal, only, only, gray-blue, red-heat, little, resting). Terminal tones on intonational contours are also predominantly falling. (The passage is not itself a sentence, but the parts of the sentence that are presented are declarative in structure and function.) Following meter as well, grouping structures often fall (e.g., limb only one and lip only one) and prolongation often extends (e.g., lines one and two, which both present nominal heads-weapon, head-and then modify them-shapely, naked, wan; from the mother's bowels drawn).
Whitman also uses a cyclical syntax and morphology. He uses compounds (gray-blue, red-heat), apposition of various sorts (shapely, naked, wan; weapon..., I head ...,,tlesh ..., limb ..., etc.), nouns (weapon, head, flesh, bone, etc.), generic reference (weapon, head, flesh, etc.), passives (drawn, grown, produced, to be lean'd), intransitives (resting, lean), material and nominal modifiers (wooded, metal), conjunction (limb... and lip, amid and upon, to be lean'd and to lean on), ellipsis (throughout), color modifiers (wan, gray-blue, etc.), limiter subjuncts (only, only), and numerals (one, one).
He also supports the meter with a cyclical rhetoric: metaphor (the mother's bowels, wooded flesh, metal bone), fronting inversions (the grass amid and upon), tight parallelism (throughout), and exact repetition (only one, only one, etc.).
Finally, almost all of the references in these lines are cultural correlates of the cyclical. The poem makes explicit reference to origins (drawn, grown, sown), unity (one, one), hunting and gathering (the broad-axe itself), kinship (mother's), nature (leaf, seed, grass), the body (naked, bowels, head, flesh, bone, limb, lip), the senses (gray-blue, red-heat, wan), touch (red-heat, resting, lean on), and the military (weapon). Sixth, the temporal theory of language that I am suggesting is interventionist in its claim that the core structures in language are the product of an evolutionary process. The very possibility of organizing the prominent features of human rhythms into the temporal paradigm results from viewing each subsequent rhythmic &dquo;component&dquo; as a &dquo;solution&dquo; to the inherent limitations in its rhythmic predecessormeter leads to grouping, which leads to prolongation, which leads to theme. This fourfold evolution then bends back on itself into an infinite loop (i.e., the relative leads back to the cyclical, and the evolution repeats). This Viconian &dquo;recurso&dquo; is the basis of the coherence of the temporal paradigm, which moves from similarity to difference (and then back to similarity), repetition to distinction (and then back to repetition), succession to simultaneity (and then Finally, the temporal theory of language that I am suggesting does not just reunite and humanize linguistics and therefore make it sufficiently inclusive to consider the language arts, it repositions the language arts back to the center of linguistic theory. It reinvokes the ancient wisdom that our poets are our first and best linguists, and therefore if we are to arrive at a deep understanding of language, the language of poetry should be our first and best concern. The pretentious (and often empty) scientism of much of modern linguistics has had the result of alienating from our most intense and serious explorations of language just those who are most intimately familiar with this central concern. Within our major universities, almost no linguistics departments include scholars whose basic concern is to explore the language arts, and in linguistic curricula, courses that examine the relation between language and art are almost nonexistent. From Pike (1959 Pike ( , 1967 Pike ( , 1982 and Pike and Pike (1982, 1983) .
9. This centering of time, beauty, and the arts in biological evolution and cultural activity resembles Frederick Turner's "natural classicism" and its sources in the work of J. T. Fraser and the Society for the Study of Time. See Turner (1991, 1992) and Fraser (1966 Fraser ( , 1975 , and Fraser et al. (1972-89) .
